
           a modern take  on the    obelisk
& UNRULY architectonic



Tower structures reaching to the sky appeal to the human spirit. The awe-inspiring Washington Monument is an example  
of a traditional obelisk constructed of stone and by definition has a pyramidal top. In comparison, the Light Spire
takes this notion of an obelisk tower and de-constructs it into a more dynamic expression. That which in traditional  
architecture is known as a dense, massive earthbound structure becomes light and airy. Rotating the segments of its  
structure as it steps higher makes it appear kinetic to the observer viewing it from different vantage points. And, its triangular 
translucent panels attached in an open pattern give it a visual vibrancy and play of solid and transparent, structure and  
surface, color and reflection during daylight hours.

a lighter & de-constructed interpretation                                   of a traditional obelisk

In daylight, dichroic plastic sheets applied to the 
  panels will appear rainbow colored, iridescent  
    and reflective.
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At night, Light Spire becomes even more exciting. The structure will sense motion and respond with ever-changing  
 displays of light and color. It will be a dynamic visual delight and a colorful beacon befitting the “City of Arts and Innovation,”  
    the Milton Rhodes Center for the Arts and the Hanesbrands Theatre district.

At night, the tower comes to life with light 
                 and color that reacts to movement.

a colorful and dynamic beacon                      befitting of a center for art
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Constructed of four identical segments of corrosion resistant light-gauge  
metal, the Light Spire it will reach a height of 40 feet. Each of the four segments 
of the tower will be 8’ in height with a top in similar material. Four 12” square 
concrete footings will be required at each corner to a depth specified by a  
structural engineer to anchor the tower. Translucent Plexiglas sheets will form 
the panels, with some coated in iridescent dichroic film, cut to size and securely 
attached to the metal framing. The pyramidal cap will be of similar metal material 
but remain open. 

The material science of the Dichroic faced panels and the most common light – 
direct sunlight, will give life and saturated color to the tower during daylight.  
After dark, energy efficient LED lighting concealed in the metal channels of the 
tower will define its skeletal structure. Arduino mini microcomputers and optical 
sensors will operate interactive lighting, engaging observers nearby and  
intriguing and captivating audiences at distances.

An electrical connection will be required to power the low-energy LED lighting, 
Arduino mini microcomputers and the optical sensors concealed within the 
metal channels to power motion sensors.

Light Spire         is designed to be                             interactive
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Framing Structure: 52 8’ segments of light-gauge metal  
framing and fasteners  .......................................... $1,500.00

Lighting and Electrical

 LED/white for Light Boxes  ................................. 375.00
 Misc. Connectors  ...............................................  75.00
 Arduino Controls  ..............................................  150.00
 Motion Sensors  ..................................................  50.00
 Linear Lighting  ..................................................  450.00
 Install Electrical Outlet  ......................................  300.00

Subtotal: $1,400

Plexiglas Panels  ................................................... $2,200.00

Dichroic Film ............................................................ $800.00

Concrete Footings  ................................................... $600.00

Structural Engineer Review  ..................................... $500.00

General Contractor Assistance (for erection)  .....  $2,000.00

  Total $9,000.00

cost to create                 Light Spire
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